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Center of mass worksheet

In order to continue to enjoy our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human. Thank you so much for your cooperation. In this worksheet, we practice finding the center of gravity of an object and the effect of the center of gravity on the stability of the object. Q2: Which of the following instructions best determines the center of the object's mass? The
center of gravity of an object is the point in the center of the object. The center of gravity of the BAn object is the point of the object closest to the ground. The center of gravity of the CAn object is the point of the object with the highest density. The center of gravity of the DAn object is the point from which the object's weight affects. Q3: The oblique object in
the chart can be supported by one of the objects A, B, C, and D. Which of these objects would support the slanted object the most? A, B, C and D all have the same mass as each other, each causing the same friction at the points of contact as each other. Each object has a uniform density. AObject B BObject A CObject D DObject C Q4: An object has an
even density. The object appears on the chart at rest on a horizontal surface, rotated to stand on different pages. Which of the orientations A, B, C, D and E has the greatest horizontal distance between the centre of gravity of the object and the nearest point to the left of its center of gravity, where the reaction force from the surface does not affect the object?
AOrientation E BOrientation D COrientation A DOrientation B EOrientation C Which A, B, C, D and E orientation has the smallest horizontal distance between the center of gravity of the object and the nearest point to the left of its center of gravity, where no reaction force can be a response from the surface to the object? AOrientation A BOrientation C
COrientation D Orientation B EOrientation E In which of the A, B, C, D and E orientations would a horizontal force to the left apply to the top of the object, as shown in the figure, the simplest way to result in the object being overturned and resting in a different orientation? Let's say the friction between the shape and the surface is the same for all orientations.
AOrientation E BOrientation C COrientation D Orientation A EOrientation B Q5: The object in the diagram consists of two parts. Each part has a uniform density, but the density of the smaller part is twice the larger part. Which of the A, B, C, and D points is closest to the center of gravity of the object? APoint A BPoint D CPoint C DPoint B Q6: Which of the A,
B, C, and D points is closest to the center of gravity of the displayed object? The density of the object is even. APoint C BPoint CPoint B DPoint D6 Q7: A hollow cylinder with thick walls rests on the outer wall, as shown in the diagram. The chart contains a cross-sectional view of the which shows the lines labelled A, B, C and D. Which point is on a horizontal
line passing through the center of gravity of the cylinder? ALine A B Line B CLine C DLine DLine DQ9: The objects in the illustration have the same mass, and both have an even density. Which of the lines A, B, C, and D intersects the combined center of the mass of the two objects? ALine C BLine D CLine A DLine B In order to continue to enjoy our site,
please confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. In this worksheet, we practice finding the center of gravity of an object and the effect of the center of gravity on the stability of the object. Q2: Which of the following instructions best determines the center of the object's mass? The center of gravity of an object is the point in the
center of the object. The center of gravity of the BAn object is the point of the object closest to the ground. The center of gravity of the CAn object is the point of the object with the highest density. The center of gravity of the DAn object is the point from which the object's weight affects. Q3: The oblique object in the chart can be supported by one of the objects
A, B, C, and D. Which of these objects would support the slanted object the most? A, B, C and D all have the same mass as each other, each causing the same friction at the points of contact as each other. Each object has a uniform density. AObject B BObject A CObject D DObject C Q4: An object has an even density. The object appears on the chart at
rest on a horizontal surface, rotated to stand on different pages. Which of the orientations A, B, C, D and E has the greatest horizontal distance between the centre of gravity of the object and the nearest point to the left of its center of gravity, where the reaction force from the surface does not affect the object? AOrientation E BOrientation D COrientation A
DOrientation B EOrientation C Which A, B, C, D and E orientation has the smallest horizontal distance between the center of gravity of the object and the nearest point to the left of its center of gravity, where no reaction force can be a response from the surface to the object? AOrientation A BOrientation C COrientation D Orientation B EOrientation E In which
of the A, B, C, D and E orientations would a horizontal force to the left apply to the top of the object, as shown in the figure, the simplest way to result in the object being overturned and resting in a different orientation? Let's say the friction between the shape and the surface is the same for all orientations. AOrientation E BOrientation C COrientation D
Orientation A EOrientation B Q5: The object in the diagram consists of two parts. Each part has a uniform density, but the density of the smaller part is twice the larger part. Which point Are B, C and D closest to the center of gravity of the object? APoint A BPoint D CPoint C DPoint B Q6: Which of the A, B, C, and D points is closest to the center of gravity of
the displayed object? The density of the object is even. APoint C BPoint CPoint B DPoint D6 Q7: A hollow cylinder with thick walls rests on the outer wall, as shown in the diagram. The diagram contains a cross-sectional view of the bottle showing the lines labeled A, B, C and D. Which point is on a horizontal line passing through the center of gravity of the
cylinder? ALine A B Line B CLine C DLine DLine DQ9: The objects in the illustration have the same mass, and both have an even density. Which of the lines A, B, C, and D intersects the combined center of the mass of the two objects? ALine C BLine D CLine A DLine B Some of the following worksheets are Center of Gravity, Center of Gravity, Center of
Continuous Bodies, Center of Mass using the coordinate system and many interesting problems in the center of gravity. After you find the worksheet(s), click the pop-up icon or the download button to print or download the worksheet(s) you want. Please note that the download button is also located below each document. Center of mass: The coordinates are
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